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Abstract: 

A good quality and adequate sleep is absolutely essential for optimal adaptation to 

training, physiological & psychological wellbeing, overall good health and best sports 

performance. It is also essential for memory consolidation, motor skills and leaning. Sleep 

deprivation on the other hand, has various adverse health effects, and predisposes the players 

for sports injuries, illness due to weak immunity, chronic fatigue, maladaptation and hence 

performance deterioration. The coaches and the supports staff including sports medicine 

doctors, should clearly understand the important role which sleep plays, and hence should 

ensure the players get adequate & optimal recovery and sleep; and also make sure to minimize 

the adverse effect of jet lag. 
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Introduction: 

Physical activity has a direct correlation with health and fitness. It has been observed 

that regular physical activity improves cardiovascular fitness, motor skills, memory and sleep. 

Elite athletes sleep usually less than non-athlete and sleep deprivation studies have already 

established that insufficient sleep prolong reaction time, decreases sports performance, 

increases injury risk, delay recovery and deteriorate memory (1). Sleep plays an important role 

in memory consolidation, motor skills development and learning, which are essential for 

optimal training adaptation and sports specific techniques & skills. A good sleep is absolutely 

essential for injury prevention, avoiding chronic fatigue and maladaptations, and hence for best 

sports performance. A thorough search for articles on online databases like pubmed and google 

scholar was done with appropriate key words, and the review was written accordingly. 

 

Sleep and Sports Performance: 

The duration of sleep is associated with sports performance, self-rated health and 

quality of life. A study done on Taiwanese adults shown that sleep duration and quality were 

significantly correlated with fitness performance (2). To establish the relationship between the 

sleep duration and sports performance, an assessment was done on elite super rugby team in 
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2017 and the authors found out that there was a progressive increase in sleep duration before 

the game, which was most probably to maximize alertness during training session and game 

(3). A sleep deprivation study found out that the distance covered by sleep deprived male 

subjects were reduced as compared to normal slept male individuals (4). Even a single night of 

sleep deprivation after heavy exercise decreases 3 km time trial performance by 4% in cyclist, 

when assessed on next day (5). Similarly a study done on eight young adult men found out that 

there was a significant decrease in weightlifting performance after three consecutive nights of 

only three hours sleep (6). A sleep extension protocol (banking sleep) can enhance sports 

performance, as shown in male basketball players in which a daily sleep extension of 2 hours 

was done for 5-7 weeks and found out that sprint test time significantly improved (7, 8).  

 

Sleep and Injury Prevention & Recovery: 

Sufficient sleep decreases the chance of injury and also enhances recovery. A 

comparative study was done between individuals with different sleep duration to see the effect 

of sleep on injury and it was found out that the individuals with sleep duration of <8 hours were 

more prone for injury as compared to individual with >8 hours (9). The risk of injury increases 

further when decrease in sleep duration is combined with increase in training load, as 

commonly seen in athletes travelling with teams and residing in training camps (10). The 

mechanism of action of increased risk due to decrease in sleep is not clear yet, but it may be 

due to increased fatigue and less time for recovery from the previous strenuous exercise session 

(10). Loss of sleep also decreases immunity, as shown in a study in which the subjects were 

given rhinovirus in nasal drops and observed that the individuals who slept <7 hours developed 

infection three time more than the individuals who slept >8 hours (11, 12). 

 

Sleep and Jet Lag:  

Travel across the time zones causes jet lag, which may cause sleep impairment, and 

fatigue, as seen in athletes travelling across the globe to attend sports events. It may make 

athletes susceptible for injuries and can also lead to poor sports performance (10). Sleep 

disturbances are not only seen in long flight but also been observed in short duration flight 

(upto 6.5h) (13). Sleep hygiene guidelines should be followed to deal with the adverse effect 

of jet lag. There should be a gradual progressive sleep plan and bright light treatment in the 

morning to adjust circadian rhythms before travelling to east (14). The proper use of sleep 

hygiene and sleep extension protocols, like avoiding use of mobile phone during bed time, not 

taking tea or coffee and smoking cigarette before going to sleep, while travelling with the teams 



and even in preparatory phase during extensive training schedules may help in improving 

sports performances, fast recovery and preventing injuries (15).  

 

Sleep and Memory: 

  There were two famous concepts given in early 1920s to describe the cause of memory 

loss and the role of sleep in its prevention. According to “decay” theory the memories decay 

over time. And as per “interference” theory, the newly formed memories interfere with the old 

memories retroactively and new memories replace old memories. To clarify these concepts an 

experiment was done on two subjects for two months, in which the subjects were asked to 

recall nonsense syllables after various hours of wake and sleep period (one, two, four and eight 

hours) and it was find out that the successful recall of nonsense syllables were significantly 

more in the experimental protocol in which subjects slept as compared to same period of 

wakefulness (16). Boyce et al., 2016 did experiments in rats to prove that hippocampal theta 

wave generated during REM sleep is involved in memory consolidation. They decreased the 

hippocampal theta wave rhythm experimentally and concluded that the task performance on 

fear conditioning and context memory recall test were impaired, though there was no memory 

deficit in a cued memory recall test (17). To strengthen the fact that sleep helps in strengthening 

of the memories Ellenbogen et al., did a study on 48 human subjects in 2006. In this study they 

divided the participants into four groups, sleep, wake, sleep with interference and wake with 

interference. All the subjects were asked to learn 20 word pairs associate and 12 hours later 

they were tested for recall. The authors concluded in the results that the percent of recall was 

comparable in both groups in without interference experimental protocol but percent of recall 

was better in slept subjects as compared to wake subjects in with interference protocol. So they 

concluded that sleep strengthens the memory by preventing it from various interferences (18).  

The sleep is divided into various stages and according to dual-process hypothesis, 

NREM (non-rapid eye movement) and REM (rapid eye movement) sleep are involved in 

consolidation of different types of memories. Slow wave sleep and NREM sleep are associated 

with consolidation of episodic memory and semantic memories respectively. It is also shown 

that the number and density of sleep spindles increased in stage-2 NREM sleep after a motor 

learning task (19). The sleep spindles, ponto-geniculo-occipital waves, hippocampal rhythms, 

and slow waves were proposed as the physiological mechanism behind memory consolidation 

on the basis of various functional neuroimaging techniques of the brain (20).  

There are various neuromodulators involved in memory consolidation like adrenaline, 

acetylcholine and dopamine, and sleep has an important effect on them (6–8). To describe the 



role of acetylcholine in memory consolidation, Hasselmo et al in 1999 proposed a model in 

which they said that due to high level of acetylcholine, flow of information from neocortex to 

hippocampus occurred and allowed the encoding of information. But this prevented the flow 

of information from hippocampus to neocortex and prevented memory consolidation. 

However, when we sleep, the level of acetylcholine reduced and it allowed the flow of 

information from hippocampus to neocortex and finally lead to memory consolidation (21). To 

support this hypothesis the experiments were done in which scopolamine and mecamylamine 

were given and result shows that the cholinergic receptor blockers significantly improve the 

consolidation of declarative memory due to low level of acetylcholine activity in central 

nervous system (22). It has also been seen in the experiments that after giving cholinesterase 

inhibitor physostigmine, the memory consolidation of declarative memory was completely 

blocked due to high central nervous cholinergic activation (23). Hence, sleep plays an 

important role in memory consolidation, and learning and memory do play an essential role in 

sports training.  

 

Sleep and Motor Skills:  

Sleep has a major determining role in relation to motor skills. There was report of 

improvement in motor skill after a night of sleep, when a finger tapping task was done from 

non-dominant hand to determine the role of sleep in motor skill (24). In another study, to 

evaluate the association of sleep spindle activity with performance, a finger tapping task was 

done from left hand in a right-handed person so as to evaluate the right cortex, after a period 

of wakefulness and sleep. After topographical sleep spindle analysis the authors concluded that 

the sleep spindle activity was significantly more after the motor task in sleep group than waking 

group (25). Similarly Rasch et al., did a study to see the neurotransmitters involved in 

improvement in motor skill after a sleep period. He gave fluvoxamine and reboxetine to 

suppress REM sleep. They found out that the fast spindle activity increased in stage 2 NREM 

sleep and also there were no impairment in motor skill (26). To assess the effect of variation 

of sleep duration on sports performance a comparison was done in between day time sleep of 

60 minutes against whole night sleep and found out that there were no REM sleep present in 

day time naps, but skill still improved significantly in daytime naps group participants as 

compared to whole night sleep group (27). It has also been proven that skill task performances 

and motor skills like playing piano or typing on keyboard etc. improves after a session of sleep 

at day and night both (25, 28).  

 



Conclusion: 

The evidences based on various studies suggest that a proper, adequate and good quality 

sleep can improve sports performance, motor skills and memory. Conversely, sleep deprivation 

has deteriorating effects on performance and may increase the risk of sports injuries. Coaches 

and the supports staff including sports medicine doctors, should understand the importance of 

sleep, and hence should ensure sufficient recovery and sleep among athletes; as well as should 

make sure to minimize the adverse effects associated with jet-lag, specially while travelling 

with team, so as to get the maximum psychological and physiological benefits and wellbeing, 

leading to injury-free best performance. 
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